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In this approach, at any loop order, the low energy effects of a heavy Hlggs boson and a 
heavy fcrmlon can be summarized by an effective lagranglan To the one-loop order, an effectwe 
lagranglan for the bosomc sector of the theory as constructed One fermlon mass as light (m) and 
the other is heavy (M) At the one-loop level heavy fermaon mass effects proportional to M 2 and 
ln(M/m) have been found It as shown here that an the presence of gauge fields the mfinmes 1/~ 
of the nonlinear o-model do not fully reproduce the ln(M H) of the hnear o-model 
1. Introduction 
The  s tudy  of  heavy part icles  is an impor t an t  subject  in e lementary  par t ic le  physics  
and  much  effor t  is being pu t  into the search for heavy e lementary  par t ic les  Part icles 
such as the Hlggs  boson  or  the top quark  are fundamenta l  because  the s t anda rd  
m o d e l  c anno t  be es tabl ished wi thout  the conf i rmed existence of these par t ic les  
The  p a t t e r n  for the masses of  par t ic les  indicates  that  new part ic les  are hkely to be 
heavie r  than  the par t ic les  a l ready  found It  seems that  the new discoveries in par t ic le  
phys ics  will come from the search for the heavy par t ic les  Heavy  par t ic les  are 
p r ed i c t ed  by  dif ferent  theories of e lementary  part icles,  and  it would  be good to be 
ab le  to p r o d u c e  them in a l abora to ry  However ,  there ts a real l imit  on the avai lable  
energy  in a l abo ra to ry  Because of the physical  l imi ta t ions  on the p r o d u c t m n  of  
heavy  par t ic les  in a labora tory ,  it is necessary to search for new, low energy effects 
tha t  con f i rm  the existence of these p a m c l e s  This paper  can be seen as an a l ternat ive  
low energy a p p r o a c h  to the s tudy of heavy par t ic les  Here,  one explores the fact that  
some  r a d l a t w e  correct ions  to physical  processes,  within the s t anda rd  model ,  are 
heavy  mass  dependen t  and  can be of impor tance  
F r o m  the theoret ica l  po in t  of  view, the s tudy of  heavy par t ic les  is quite interest-  
ing In the ca lcula t ion  of  a d i ag ram where at  least  one heavy par t tc le  is involved,  
there  are b ig  s imphf lca t lons  These are a mot iva t ing  factor  to a t t empt  an ambi t ious  
ca lcu la t ion  W h e n  the heavy par t ic le  is in tegra ted  out, there remains  an effectwe 
l ag rangmn for each loop order  This effective lagranglan  can be found  with 
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relatively little effort, and from it any process involving heavy particles can be 
obtained 
The effective lagrangian found here can be constructed at any loop order The 
one-loop calculation presented in this paper is meant to be an example of the 
technique explained below The S-matrix elements ( p  = m) agree with the calcula- 
tion of Appelqulst and Bernard [2] at one-loop level, in the presence of a heavy 
Higgs boson 
This paper  will only consider a pair of quarks but, with minor changes, the results 
can be applied to leptons One of the two quark masses will be assumed to be much 
larger than the other mass and much larger than the external momentum p The 
mass of the Hlggs boson will also be considered to be much larger than the mass of 
the vector bosons and the external momentum p The standard model consists of 
fermlon, scalar boson and vector boson fields The lagrangian is 
~O= ~ f e  . . . . .  "I- "~Hlggs -I- ~Ogauge bo . . . .  
The part  of the above lagrangian necessary for this work is 
~q~quarks = ( t b )L t'Y~ ~ ( ; ) L + iR l y~DRJ R + bR l'g~DR#bR 
" % u g e b o  . . . .  = - -  ¼F""°F;.-- 
where t and b are the heavy and light fermlons respectively H and h respectively 
are the large and small couphng constants for the interactions between quarks and 
scalar bosons The scalar bosons are described by a complex doublet, 
~(MH/f  ) Notice that MI~ is the tree-level which has a self-coupling constant of 1 2 2 
mass of the Higgs bosons 
2. The effective lagrangian 
The pattern of masses of fermion falmhes seems to indicate the existence of a t 
quark heawer than any other known quark At low energy, the heavier quark cannot 
be produced In a laboratory, but its presence may be felt through quantum effects 
These effects can be summarized by an effective lagranglan To define the structures 
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present m the effective lagranglan, one can use the path integral First, though, it is 
convement  to look at the equations of motion for t L and tR, 
tL p2-M  M p H(*o-f/ )tR-h*+bR +\tL,,] 
The above equatxons have been obtained from ~quarks with no gauge fields Note 
that in this equation M = ( f / ~ ) H ,  f/~/2= (~o), and tL, ' and tR0 are the 
solutions of the homogeneous equations 
Y P  M t  tR° = 0  
M y p ] tL0 
In the case where the t quark is not produced because of its heavy mass ( M  >> p),  
the free fields tL0 and tRo are set equal to zero and the above equations reduce to 
+ O ( 1 / H ) ,  
o r  
t R = 0 ,  t L =  -- (q~+/q~0)be 
The last equation can be rewritten as 
0+I(;)L=0, 
which Is an SU(2)L mvarlant constraint [1] A similar analysis shows that the Hlggs 
sector develops an SU(2)L × SU(2)R mvariant constraint 
o 2 + ~ 2 = f 2 ,  or q)*q)=f2/2 
m the large Higgs mass hmxt [2] 
It  is necessary to expand the fermion and boson fields m the path integral about 
tcl, be1 and q)d, the solutions of the equations of motion In other words t, b and q~ 
in the basic lagrangian are replaced by 
t = tcl+ t, b=bd+l?, q~ = q~d + q~, 
where the tilde indicates a quantum fluctuation For the case under consideration, 
tcl obeys, to the order of 1/M, the constraints 
t e lR : 0 ,  
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tcl ) 
* +  )c, be, L = 0 
~bcl obeys, to the order of 1/MZn, the constraint 
o ~ +  ~ = / 2  
The structures present in the effective lagranglan are written in terms of fields 
that obey the equations of motion If these fields are the exact solution of the 
equations of motion, then the effective lagrangmn is expected to have the lnvari- 
ances of the original lagranglan Fields that are only an approxamate solution to the 
equations of motion will gwe rise to effective lagranglans with non-lnvanant  terms 
Thus the present problem is bound to have non-invanant  terms m the effecnve 
lagrangian 
In order to find the symmetries of the effecuve lagranglan in the large mass hmit, 
one can expand the fields in the path integral about the above approximate 
solutions to the equations of motion The result of this expansion gives 
(j (' 1)1 exp[zW(J,n, bcl,~,~l)l =exp d4X~°Hlggs+~quarks-I-J ~ + n  b + O  M , M I 2 I  
x fd/ 'd/~d,~exp , d 4 x ~ ' +  O 
where ~quarks and ~Hlggs are the ongmal lagranglans after the constraints are 
replaced These two are relatively simple and they generate all the tree diagrams 
The loop diagrams are represented by ~° '( t , / ' ,  b, b, ~, ~), and it has pieces that are 
covarlant and noncovanant  with respect to the relevant transformations It can be 
shown [1, 3] that there are only two noncovariant structures m £~o, These structures 
are X and N o The structures X, due to the heavy t-fermion, is 
) X =  - 7 " - - O J L  + h~+b R 
l 
N0 is due to the heavy Higgs boson To understand the structure of Z 0 consider the 
equanon of motion for the o-field 
02o + {gauge fields, fermlon fields, etc } = - ( M ~ / 2 f 2 ) ( o  2 + ~r 2 - f 2 ) o ,  
or 
1 [ a 20 + ( gauge fields, fermlon fields, etc ) ] - ( M ~ / 2 f 2 ) (  0 2 + 7r 2 _ f 2  ) 
o 
The left-hand side of the last equation is "Yo 
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This paper  claims that the structures in the effective lagrang~an have the general 
form 
a(lnvariant  structures) × ( X ) ' ×  (.Y0) m, 
where the a ' s  are constants and rn and n are positive integers or zero 
However, under SU(2)L rotations, the variation of X is proportional to the 
external currents in such a way that the variation of X vanishes when the 
momen tum is on-shell ( p 2 =  m 2) and the currents are zero [1] A similar result was 
found [2, 3] for 2J 0 Therefore A a '  is on-shell mvarlant Therefore, if one only needs 
on-shell Green functmns one does not need to include X or Z 0 
When the gauge fields are introduced, one needs to make sure that the explicit 
gauge symmetry of the effective lagranglan is preserved A gauge-fixing term can 
give rise to non-mvarlant  terms in the effective lagranglan A technique that 
preserves explicit gauge symmetries of the effective lagrangian exists and is called 
the background gauge field technique [4] 
Another  thing one needs to determine before writing the structures of the 
effective lagranglan ~s the upper hmit for the number of derivatives present in these 
structures The number of derlvanves ~s deternnned by the momentum expansion of 
a Feynman diagram Standard power counting techmques show that the maximum 
power (n)  for the external momentum expansion of a diagram, in the presence of a 
heavy pamcle ,  is given by 
n = 2 ( L + l ) - n f ,  
where n f is the number of external fermlon pairs and L is the number of loops 
3. The fermion loop case 
One can classify one-loop processes into two categones The first category 
contains diagrams with no external ferrmons, and the second contains diagrams with 
external ferrmons Tlus paper will consider only the first category Therefore the 
non- lnvanant  structure X, which contains external fermlons, will not appear in the 
effectave lagrangmn calculated here 
There are two kinds of one-loop diagrams with no external fermlons One kind 
contmns fermlon loops only and the other contains boson loops only This fact 
breaks the problem into two Independent calculanons In other words the fermmn 
loop effects are summarized by one effective lagrangmn and the boson loop effects 
are summarized by another independent effective lagranglan 
The path-integral shows that in the absence of external ferrmons the effective 
lagranglan is lnvarlant under SU(2)L transformations The non-mvarlant structure 
X is not present Only mvarlant structures need to be determined The upper limit 
(n)  for the number  of derivatives in the one-loop effective lagrangmn is four In the 
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hmat of large o-mass, the SU(2)L x U(1) lnvanant structures with two denvatwes 
a r e  
.Lf{=al(D~dP)t(D'¢), .~q';=a2[(DSP)tdP][dPtD'C~I, 
where D, is the appropriate covanant derivative for (/), exphcltly 











large o-mass, the SU(2)L × U(1) lnvarlant structures with four 
b~F;~F~ ~°, 
b,Bt,.Bt'~, 
bI~B~(~*F~) ,  
bl4B~,~[(D~dP)*D~dg-hc ] 
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3 1 A SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATION 
To make the calculation simpler, one first sets the gauge-couphng constants g and 
g'  equal to zero so that the remaining lagranglan has only fermions and scalars In 
this llrmt there are two structures with two derivatives, £#'{ and £~a2', and there are 
ten structures with four denvatIves, £~'1, Y'2, , X'a0 The two structures wnh two 
derivatives are independent of each other In this case, independent means that a 
structure cannot be obtained from another by adding surface Integrals, the surface 
is at infinity where the lntegrand is assumed to be zero Out of the ten structures 
with four derivatives, only nine are independent because in tins hmlt we have 
£~'4 =*gal0 Furthermore, one only needs to choose eight out of the nine structures to 
reproduce any one-loop process [1] For this reason, the coefficmnt 69 of structure 
~9  has been chosen to be zero The one-loop calculaUon needed to determine the 
coefficients of these structures has been summarized in table 1 The corresponding 
calculaUon from the effective lagrangian has been summarized in table 2 A 
comparison of the two tables results in the equations that determine the coefficients 
When the gauge fields are " turned on", gauge mvanance becomes local (a 
functmn of x)  The derivatives in .gal' , .ga2' , ~'ql, ~'O2, and "~10 become covarlant 
derivauves Covanant  derivauves do not commute (D.D. -4= D~D.), thus new struc- 
tures appear There are seven new structures, £.a10 , .gin, 5°12, ~ai3, LPI4, £*°A, and 
£.e B The calculation that determines the new coefficmnts has been summarized m 
table 3, and the corresponding contribution from the structures of the effective 
lagrangmn is summarized in table 4 A final comparison of the results written in the 
tables gwes 
a I ~ q 
1 1 1 1  
(47)2 f2  2 C 
1 
+ ~ - ~, - ln(~rM2//. 2 M 2 + m2),  
1 1 [  M 2 ] 
a 2 =  (4rr)2 ~ 2  - ( M 2 + m  2) +2m21n-m--T , 
112) 
61 = (47r)2 f2  3- ' 02 = (4rr)~ - , 
1 , ( 1 )  
b3= (4~.)2 f4 - 3  , 
1 1 
b4 (4~r)2 f4 
8 4 m 2 ) 
- -- + In b 5 = - -  
9 
11(; 4.2) 
(4~r)2 f4 - -~ In ~ -  , 
66 = (4~r)2 f6  -- ' 67 (4qr)2 f6 (0), 
1 1 
68 (4~)  = f ( O ) ,  
1 1 1 1 
bg= (4qr)2 f 4 ( 0 ) ,  bi0 = (4~r)2 f g ( - 2 ) ,  
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( 1 1 (  
1 1 g2 5 1 In--m-- T b12-  ( 4 w ) 2 f g ( t g )  - - -  b l l -  (4~r)2 f4  17 - 6 ' + - In 18 3 
1 1  1 ( 1 1  M 2 ) 
hi3 - (4vr)2 f2  (gg') -- ~ + g In - ~ -  , hi4 - - -  
1 2 (  1 
hA-  (4~r) y g  - i 2  + ~ v - l n  ~r~5- 
b~ 
1 1 [ 11 
~ _ ~ g , 2  [ - - 9 -  
1 1 , 1 [ 17 M 2 ) 
(4~r)2 f2  ( t g ) ~ [ ~ -  + In ~ , 
1 1 5  
- - 3 '  In - -  + - - - - I n  c - ~r /12 2 18 ~5- 
3 2 PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
The large heavy fermlon mass effects are of two types - one proportional to M2 
and the other proportional to l n (M/m)  If the external momentum p is smaller 
than the heavy mass M, then these results can be apphed to the analysis of physical 
processes from a particle accelerator The results found here are not applicable in 
the hmlt where the two fermlon masses M and m are equal 
One can first consider the heavy mass M2 effects There are two structures which 
contain these types of effects, one is 5°1 ' and the other is 5O2' The first structure 5O1' 
is of the form of the onglnal lagranglan, and it can be removed by renormahzation 
On the contrary, the second structure 5O2' is a new structure and cannot be removed 
by renormahzatlon Thus, the processes present in 5O2' can have physmal signifi- 
cance Vertices with three external legs that come from the physically relevant 
structure 5O2' are 
1 M2 [l ~ g  
(4~r)2 f2  L ~'u~vZ~'(eP+O~eP 
+ 2~osofZ~,(W~_q~++ c c ) 
This one loop correction has a factor of (1/(4qr)Z)MZ/f 2 Therefore, only a large 
value for M of the order of 100 GeV or higher will be of importance 
At low energies the ZW-q,+-vertex can be read from 5O2' and the result is 
1 M 2 
(4~r)2 f2  gMzg..  
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TABLE 2 
C o n t n b u t m n  of structures oWl' , , oW9 to various Green functions 





rr3 " Pt 
x 
""\P2 
"~ -  
= tblp 4 + `( a 1 -1a2 f2  ) p2 
= tb lp4 + ta lp2 
_ 1 4 - - i { ( ~ b 2 -  b~)(p~ - p ~ )  
+( b2 - ~b3 - ~b4- Zzbs) pl P2( P~ - P~ ) 
+ f ( l a 2 ( p  ~ _ p 2 ) }  
qb + ,-rr 3 
/ 
~ ' ,  , , %  
\ • 
X 
P ~ / / /  *'xx P4 
" C  rr3 
\ 
Pl "" " ,, / / ' / P 3  
)¢ 
/ \ ~-,, ,, P 4 , _  
" P z  " ~  
xTr3 / rr 3 
Pl\xx / /  Pp 
,K 
P 3 / / /  \ \ \ P 4  
"% - %  
= , (  [~(b2 - 263) + b i ] s  2 + (~b3 - ~b. - ~b, + ¼/266) . ,  
+ (~b3 - ¼b. - ~ b s ) ( :  + ,=) 
+ (-- ¼b 3 - ¼b 4 - ¼b s + ~f2b 6 + ¼flb7)s(t + u) 
- -  464 - ¼b5 + 8b6 + 4 b 7 ) s (  Pl + P 2 )  
1 1 2 1 2 +(~b~- ~b3+ 2~b,+ ~bs- J b~-J  h3('+ ~)(d+d)  
L 2 1 2 4 + ( - ½ b 2 + - ~ b 3  ¼b,-~bs+ 8f b6+~f b v ) ( P l  + P ~ )  
+(_b2+21_b3 ]~ 1 L 2 2 2 - 2b*- ~b5 + 2f by)piP2 
1_ 2 2 2 +(-b~ + b3 + b, + b5 - , f  h6) p3pa } 
+ t ( ( ~ + ½ a 2 ) s + a 2 P 3  P4} 
= l { [ ~ ( b 3 - b a -  b5) + ~ ](s2 + u2) 
- l ( b 3 -  b 4 b s ) t  2 
+ ( - b 2  + ~b3 + ~b, - % ) ~ u  
2 2 2 2 +(b3 +bs)(PIP3 +P2P~,) 
+( i i ~ ~bs ) t ( s+u)  - ~ b 2 - ~ b  3 4b4 + 
+ ( b 2  __ lb3 __ l b 5 ) (  pl  2 + p 2 ) (  p2 + p 2 ) }  
+ , ( ( ~ - ~ 2 ) ( s + u ) + ~ : )  
= , ( ( ~ b ~ - b 3 + ~ ) ( s ~ + , ~ + u  ~) 
+ 2 ( - b  4 -  b 5 + ½f2b 6 - ~f4b 8)[(st + su + ut) 
_ (p~p2 + p2p~ + p2p2 + pZ2p2 + p2p2 + p2p~)] } 
+t{ ( ~ + l a2)(s  + t + u))  
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TABLE 3 
One-lermaon-loop calculatmn of various Green funcUons 











t 2 1 
= (4~r)zg { - ~ ( 1 + ~  y-ln(~'M2))(p2g~-PuP~)+~P~,'~} 
(4~r)ag2 ~ (M2+m2)( 1_ _ln(~M2))+m21n - +t_ Y m 2 g.. 6P~Pv 
[ 1 ( 1  ) M 2 ] } 
+ ? +½_3,1n(.rrM z) + ~ _ ~ l n ~  5- (p2g.~ p.p~) 
' / 1 (  ! ) 
(4~r) e ~ 3 \ ,  + ~- r - ln (~rM2)  
(4;)  2 cos20(2 [ \ '  -y- ln(~rM2) (MZ+rn2)+m2 
+ - ~ln ~T -~7 y - l n (  eM2 sin40 
M2 smZ0cos20+ ~8-~ln-~-  + ~-  ~ln ~ :  
1 1 
_ - - + ± _ y _  
, 2 (1[1  ) 
(4~)2 g e\ ~ ~ -~ + ~ - "I' - ln(crM 2 ) 
/ 
+[(P2-Pl)xg~,~ + (p3 P2)~,gx~ +(pl-p3).g~, .]  
momentum,  proportional to the mass of the Z-boson, and p ropomona l  to the mass 
squared of the heavy t-ferrmon e ÷ e -  machines should be able to prowde data for 
this type of lnteractmn The electron and the positron can produce the vector 
bosons Z and W, and the scalar boson ~ will decay into heavy ferlmons such as bb, 
to which it couples strongly 
The vertex Z@+@ can be produced m an electron-positron annihilation The 
value for this vertex can be read from ~° 2' with a result equal to 
1 M 2 __~g + 
(4~r)2 f2 2cosO~P--P ). 
The two scalar bosons will also decay into heavy fermlons 
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TABLE 4 
Contr, buUon of the structures .Win, , Z'a~4 to vanous Green funcuons 
(all momenta flow into vemces) (the first three Green functmns are calculated m g '  = 0) 
W + 
P 
, 2 ( ( 4''r ) 2 " 2 " ~p~pu} 
A 3 
P 
1 1 M 2 
(4~T)z )}  
+ ~p,P~ + - -  [ ZA +f4bll]( P2g.v -- Pp. Pv gZ 
t x 
P3 ~2 
, (  (4~r) 2 g3 - 4  (4~r)~2ZA[(2p'g2 +Pz) .gx~ , -  (2p2 +Pl ) ,gxp  
+(m-p l )~g .~]  
- llg(4v)2f4blo(Pl - P z ) x g ~ .  
+ 5 + ~  ~ - ~ l n - ~ T  
1 
+ 1 1 4  b 
+ ~ - ~ + ~ l n ~ -  
2 1 1 
Z 
P 
[(1 ) , g2 [ 1  _ - l n ( ~ M 2 )  ( M  2 m 2 ) + m 2 1 n  
(4~r) 2 cos20 ~ 2 Y + ~ l  2 g~' 




(4'7) 2 g e(  __1 2 - -4~(4"a ' )  Z A [ ( p 2 - p l ) x g . "  + (P3-P2) .gx~  
+ (el -mLg; , . ]  - ~(4~)2(f4b~l ~,~'b12 + ¢otO#~,. g- 
__ 1 lgf2 cot 0 b14)( P3p.gxv - P3.gx, ) + ~ ( Plvgxv. -- Pz~,gx~ ) } 
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There are a number of processes m £~a 2' with four and higher external legs The 
vertices w~th four external legs are 
1 M2 ~.~([ 1 O+ - (4~)2 f2 ~(~30~e3)2+210.( * )]2+~30730.(dP+*-)-*+qS-(073)2] 
+,2Mw%0jr3(W~ rr + - c  c ) + 4Mw073~+~-  ((1 + sm20/cosO)Z~ + sm0A~) 
+ , 2 M w ( ~ + 0 . ~  - c c ) ( W - 4 ~ + - c c ) ]  + [2 Mw (W  q , + + c c ) 2 - 4 M ~ Z . ~ + ~ -  
Z ~ CC X((1-FSln20)/COS20+tanOAtt)--gl(m2w//COSO) /LqT3(W (/) -- ) ]}  
The heavy mass ln(M/m) effects are more numerous than the m 2 effects The 
outstanding logarithmic effects are contained in the structures with four derivatives 
It ~s interesting to note that processes w~th less than four external legs do not have 
any heavy-mass p41n(M/m) corrections The first process with these type of 
corrections ~s the 4W vertex, and from the effective lagrangian one reads the result 
for this interaction 
-v-ln M  
The term proporhonal  to the ln (M2/m 2) comes from the structure ~11 which IS not 
of the form of the original lagranglan, thus it has physical slgmficance The larger 
the mass difference of a fermlon doublet, the larger this effect becomes The 4W 
vertex extracted here can be coupled to external hght fermlons and can mimic the 
4W vertex that comes from the original lagranglan This effect is probably the 
largest one-loop contnbunon to the 4W vertex coming from fermlons 
There ~s also a vertex w~th four charged scalar particles The momentum structure 
and the heavy mass dependence can be found in table 1 The couphng constant 
between scalars and fermmns is proportional to the mass of the fermlons, thus 
heavy fermlons wall be the predominant decay mode for these scalars Lepton-  
hadron and hadron-hadron colhders are better quahfied to produce scalar bosons 
than e+e - colhders Processes with more than four external boson legs wdl be 
harder to observe experimentally, in any case these processes can be read from the 
effective lagranglan 
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4. The boson loop case 
Appelqulst  and Bernard [2] showed that an effecnve lagranglan built out of 
SU(2) L gauge-lnvanant structures alone can only reproduce the S-matrix elements 
(with momentum restricted to p2 = rn 2) of the SU(2)L gauged o-model in the large 
o-mass (MH) limit On the other hand, Akhoury and Yao [3] found an effective 
lagrangian winch reproduces not only the S-matrix elements but also the Green 
functions (with arbitrary external momentum) of the o-model In their paper, 
Akhoury and Yao used path-integral methods to show that there is an extra 
non-invariant  structure Z 0 This structure arises in the limit of large o-mass 
Invariant  structures, together with Z 0, are capable of reproducing all the Green 
functions of the theory In tins paper, the techniques of Akhoury and Yao are 
applied to the study of the SU(2)L × U(1) gauged o-model in the large o-mass lmut 
One finds that even in the presence of gauge fields there is only one non-lnvarlant 
structure, which is the appropriate generalization of Z 0 
The S-matrix elements obtained here agree with the S-matrix elements calculated 
by previous researchers in the subject [2, 5] It  will be shown that there are small but 
fundamental  differences between this calculanon and the calculations by Longhitano 
[5], and Appelqulst and Bernard [2] These differences are the following (1) some 
extra structure in the effective lagrangxan, (u) the model in winch calculanons are 
performed,  and (ni) the freedom allowed to the external momentum 
In the large o-mass limit (M n ~ ~ ) ,  the hnear o-model becomes what is known 
as the nonlinear o-model The nonlinear o-model contains graphs with infinities that 
cannot  be disentangled from the physical results When no gauge fields are present, 
the infinities can be shown [3] to represent some of the ln(MH) of the hnear 
o-model It  will be shown that at the one-loop level m the presence of gauge fields 
these infinities do not fully reproduce the l n ( M H / M w )  of the linear model 
Many experiments involve the measurement of cross sections of particles with 
mass and momentum smaller than the mass of vector bosons In these low energy 
experiments, vector bosons will not be the final states and they will contribute as 
virtual particles only Therefore, tins paper considers a SU(2)L × U(1) effective 
lagrangian valid not only at momentum p2 = M ~  but also at small momentum 
The techniques mentioned above are extremely helpful in calculating and justify- 
mg the construction of effective lagranglans, furthermore, these techniques are 
applicable beyond one loop 
Power counting shows that the one-boson-loop effective lagranglan can have 
structures with up to four denvatives Longintano [5] wrote down all the possible 
SU(2)L × U(1) lnvarlant structures of the non-hnear o-model with up to four 
derivatives His notanon is kept here To specify the notation, define 
U =  M / f =  o / f +  wr%r~/f, V~ = (D~U)U* = - U(D~U)*,  T =  U'r3U * , 
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w h e r e  r a a re  the  Pauh  matr ices  and  
D~,U = O.U + tg½r~A~U- lg'½B.U'r 3 
is the  cova r i an t  der ivat ive  of  the unlt less  ma t r ix  U Final ly ,  the  c o v a n a n t  der ivat ive  
for  V~ is 
1 aAa w h e r e  A .  = ~r  A .  
T h e  s t ruc tu res  of  & m e n s m n  two are 
£Pb'l = ~g2 f  2ill [T r (VuT) ]  2, ~°b'2 = - xf~ 2~2 Tr(V~V")  , ~°bt3 = B 3 Z 0  , 
w h e r e  ~o,  the  n o n - l n v a n a n t  s t ructure ,  is 
{1 
Z 0 =  - - [  020"0 - g (  A:OlXqT a n t- l Ol~A#a'TTa ) "Jr- g ' (  BgOgq'l "3 -I- 10gBgqT3)  
00 
1 t 3ab a b /z 1 tA3]~/t  - 1 _ 2 . a 2  4 g  %f 
T h e  C P - l n v a n a n t  s t ruc tures  of  & m e n s m n  four  are 
~Pbl 1 2 = 2g alB..Tr(TF~" ), X~h2 llga2B~.Tr(T[V~, V " ] ) ,  
~b3=lga3Tr(F~[Vg, V~]), ,LPb4 = a4 [rr(V~V~) ] 2 , -LPa5 = a5 [Tr(V~Vg)]  2 , 
~b6=a6sInOwTr(V~V~)Tr(TV~)Tr(TV~), £P~7=avsmOwTr(V~V~)[Tr(TV~)] 2 
.£'°b8 = ¼g2asslnOw[Tr(TF~)]2, ,~b9 = ~tgagsInO w Tr(TF~)Tr(T[V ~, V~]) ,  
LPhlO= ½aioslnOw[Tr(TV.)Tr(TV.)] 2, 
LPal 2 = ½a12 sin 0 w Tr(T~.~V~)Tr(TV~), 
£Pb19 = a19 sin 0w 2Jo [Tr (TV~)  ] 2, £~°b2o = a2oZo Tr(V~V~ ) , 
L*°bA ~ T r ( F ~ F  ),  £('h. = - * 7  R n ~  - -  ~ Z A Itv 4 L, B U g v u  
"~flbl3 1 sin 8w [Tr(T~.V.)I  2 ~O~13 
~'°b21 = Ot21(~0)  2, 
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4 1 A SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATION 
If  one is interested only m the heavy-mass effects, then one can drop all the terms 
independent of the heavy mass M H The structures ~-Wh11, ~°b12, and £#b13 contribute 
independently to the p4 momentum dependence of two- and three-point funcUons 
of pure scalar graphs Graphs w~th two or three external scalar legs do not have 
momen tum dependence of the form p4 ln(MH) ' thus 5¢bu, £~°bl 2, and ~t,13 should 
not be present 
In the background gauge field method, one is free to choose any gauge without 
losing exphclt gauge mvarlance This calculaUon has been performed m the a = 0 
TABLE 5 
One-boson-loop calculanons of various Green funcUons (all momenta flow into vertaces) 
M2 
"/r$ _ , 1 (1 + tan20)ln ,.~@p2 / -p'- . . . . . .  (4~r)2 f2 ½MHp 2 + ¼g2f2 Mw ) 
++ { 1 1 1 I d 2  2 ~_ 3 2f2 In ~'~p2t 
p (4~r)z /2 2 '"HP - 4g J Mw ) 
W + M 2 
t 1 g2 n 2 
In ~ 3 - ( p  g~.-P~,P.) 
p (4,rr) 2 12 M w 
A/x 
P 
W~. , /  p 





" PI \ / 
\ / 
\ / P2 
× 
"rre/ \~P4 / P3 
~0 
1 1 1 
(4v r )2  6 f 2 g ~ ( ~ l d e + t ~ 2 d e ) ( p ~  q k q.p k) 
(4~r)2 6/gZs, nOln M2 wM(4 {(g.~r q-r .q . )+(g~r  k r~,k~)} 
(4~r)2 f4 . 3M~ In 7 (s ,,,,3,j + perms ) 
M 2 
-¼1n "~@2 [-4(se +t2 +u 2) 4~(s+t+u) 
Mw 
4 4 4 +g(pl +p2 +p~ +p 4) 
+2(p~  +pZ)(p2 +p2 ) ]  ~/,3~j + perms } 
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background gauge [4] In this gauge, one first needs to cancel every coefficmnt 
proportional to 1/a before setting a equal to 0 
The one-loop calculatmn, whmh determines fli through Zs, resembles a calcula- 
tion performed m the standard R~ = oo gauge (Landau gauge) This fact justifies the 
on-shell one-loop computatmn by previous authors [2,5], who calculated m the 
standard Landau gauge and assumed the existence of gauge-mvarmnt structures for 
the effective lagranglan However, thmr assumption does not work beyond one loop 
The one-loop calculation of the coefficients of the structures of the effective 
lagranglan can be done by choosing graphs with internal scalar partmles only, thus 
TABLE 6 








W/~. / ,' p 
k \ q \ 
, %  
V 
" PI \ / 
\ / 
\ / P2 
× 
r re /  \ ~  
, /  P3  ' ,% 
= l(f l  2 - 2g2f l l )p  2 
= tfl 2 p2 
= - ~Z,(p2&~ - A p p  
= ( Z 4 sm 2 0 + Zn cos 2 0 - g2a 1 sm z 0 ) ( p2&,: _ & p, ) 
4 1 O~ ((lde jr l{2de.. = - ~  3g~  ~p.q k-q~p k) 
f 
+ "~ = - ,  g2{(a, cosO ass,n-O)(g~r q-r~G) 
+(a2cosO+e~3slnO+¢X9sln2O)(gtzvr k r~kv) } 
1 
= ,Tg {2fl3 (sS~hS~d + perms ) 
+ [ ( ( 8 a  s + 2a21 + 4 a 2 o ) ( s  2 + 12 + u 2) 
(80~ 5 -}- 2~20 --  4 ~ 4 ) S ( S  q- t q- U) 
q- (4@ 4 --  8@5 -- 2@21 -- 40 t23) ( ld  2 q- t 2 ) 
-4a4( p4 + p4 + p4 + p 4) 
+ (8a5 _ 4 a 4 )  ( p~ + p 2 ) (  p2 + p 2 ) )  3.ha, a + perms ] 
+smO[3.b83,83a ( 8 % u t +  ( - 4 %  8a v - 4 a , 9 ) s ( u + t )  
+8a19 ( p 2 + p 2 2 ) ( p 3  P 4 ) )  --64a3~81/,a3~3doqo(St +3u+u')] } 
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no particular gauge-fixing term ~s needed At the two-loop level there are two kinds 
of heavy Higgs mass effects one is proportional to MI] and the other ~s propor- 
tional to ln(MH) The MH 2 effects come from loop diagrams which contain virtual 
gauge particles and, when this is the case, one needs to choose a gauge-fixing term 
and then the background gauge techmque makes the difference 
The one-loop computation of the processes needed to determine the remaining 
coefficients of the above structures has been summarized in table 5, the correspond- 
lng calculations obtained from the structures of the effective lagranglan have been 
written m table 6 A comparison of the results summarized in tables 5 and 6 gwes 
the necessary equations to determine the coefficients of the structures of the 
effecuve lagrangaan The numerical value of the coefficients is the following 
1 3 M 2 1 ( M ~  M 2 ] 
fll (4rr) 2 8 tan20w In M---~w, f12 - (4~r)~ t 2f2 + 3g2 In M~ v ], 
1 ~ M ~ l n  M2  1 1 M 2 
f13 (4rr)2 M--~w ' 0~1= (4rr) 2 12 tanOw In M---~w ' 
1 1 MH 2 1 1 M 2 
a2 (4~r)2 24 tanOw In M--~w' a3 (47r)2 24 In M~ ' 
1 1 M~ 1 1 M~ 
O:4-- (4~r)2 12 In M-~w ' as (4~)  2 48 In M---~w ' 
1 1 M~ 1 3 M~ 
a2° (4~r) 2 4 In M---~w, a21 (4~r) 2 4 In M 2 ,  
1 1 M~ 1 1 
ZA (4~r) 2 12 g2 In M---~w, Z B (47r) 2 12 g2 tan20w In M~ 
All other coefficients have no large Hlggs mass dependence and are therefore 
neglected The subtraction scale # has been set at /a 2 = M ~  
4 2 REMARKS 
The calculation of ~r3~+W_ is a check of the consistency of the background gauge 
technique The graphs which contribute to tins process contain internal gauge fields 
and are shown In fig 1 The result of ttus calculation is 
1 I 1 (4rr)2 3g3tan2Owln~-~wPX+ 3931nM-~w + ~ f2  ] P - k ) x  




Fig 10ne-boson-loop contnbutlons to the large Hlggs mass effects of the ~z3~+W process All the 
factors 1/a have to be cancelled before setting a equal to zero 
Using the effectwe lagranglan, the result would be 
_ i f l  _ 2 g 3 f l l P x  + ~g 2(P k ) x ,  
where/31 and/~2 are the coefficients of the only two structures S°il and 5°b'2 which 
contnbute  to this process By comparing the two results, the values for/31 and /32 
can be determaned These values are consistent with the previous calculation in 
which only loops with internal scalar fields are considered 
It  is ~mportant to note that the process rr3O+W_ can also be calculated in the 
nonhnear  o-model, and the result [5] would be 
1 I ) (47r)2 3g3tan2Owln-~wPX-- tan2Owln--~w,P-k)x , 
where 1/e  has been replaced by ln(MH/Mw) One can note that the coefficient of 
( p - k)  x cannot  be accounted for by the structure ~2', which is the only symmetric 
structure that contributes to the momentum ( p  - k)x of the ¢r3~+W_ process Thus, 
if the nonlinear o-model had been used m thas calculation, then the coefficient fi2 of 
&oh' 2, would be inconsistent 
Another  example, where a computation xn the nonhnear model falls, is the W 
boson self-energy In the nonhnear model, the one-loop scalar diagram, which 
contributes to the W self-energy, is that of fig 2 A calculation [2] gives 
l 1 2 M 2 {  2 
(4~r)2 " ~  g ln-~w~Pg,~-P,P.) '  
where 1 /c  has been replaced by ln(M~/M 2) 
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"77" 
The one-loop scalar contribution to the W self-energy in the nonhnear o-model 
The scalar diagrams in the linear model, shown in fig 3, contribute to the W 
self-energy The diagram at the top of fig 3 is the same as that of fig 2, it gives an 
infinity but it can be renormahzed The bottom diagram gives the true contribution 
to the heavy Hlggs mass effect A calculation gxves 
+ - -  
l 1 
(4~r) 2 12 
( p2g. _ g2 In M---~w 
which is a result different from that of fig 2 In this case the difference is in the 
sign The discrepancy in the last two calculations can be Interpreted as a discrep- 
ancy in the correspondence between the infinities of the nonhnear o-model and the 





Fig 3 The one-loop scalar contribution to the W self-energy m the linear o-model 
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5. Conclusions 
The effective lagranglan contains all possible processes at a gtven loop order The 
equations of motion show that the presence of a heavy fern-non and a heavy Hlggs 
boson can give rise to lnvarlant constraints for the fields of the lighter particles of 
the theory If  these constraints are put in the hnear lagranglan, a nonlinear 
lagranglan is obtained 
At the tree level, the effective lagrangmn is the nonlinear lagranglan At one loop 
and beyond the effective lagranglan can be written as a sum of all possible 
symmetric structures There is only a finite number of possible structures at a given 
loop order The symmetries of these structures can be found from an expansion of 
the lagranglan in the path integral The coefficients of these structures are found by 
calculating a relatively small number of graphs at the desired loop order Once all 
coefficients are found, the effective lagrangian is fully known and any process can 
be read from it In order to preserve the explicit gauge invariance of the effective 
lagranglan, the background gauge field technique [4] was used 
Discrepancies arise when the large mass effects of the linear model are compared 
with the infinities of the nonlinear model at one loop These discrepancies are more 
evident when gauge fields are present A nonhnear constraint for the fields can be 
obtained from the linear o-model lagranglan by letting the mass M H of the 
o-particle go to infinity Then in the path-integral the factor ( 2 ~ t ~ - f 2 )  of the 
potential 
M2 (2~ t  ~ _ f 2 )  2 
8/2 
goes to zero In general, at the limit of infinite M H any potential of the form 
M m 
where m and n are positive integers, will result in the constraint 2 ~ t ~  _ f 2 =  0 for 
the ~b fields When this constraint is put in the lagrangmn it gives rise to the 
nonlinear o-model One can note that the same nonlinear o-model is obtained for all 
the possible potentials Thus, the resulting nonlinear o-model IS the limit for many 
models, one model for each potential The non-uniqueness of the infinite M u hmlt 
may give rise to the discrepancies between the linear and nonlinear models at 
finite M n 
Out of the many possible models with potentials of the type described above, only 
the trees of the linear o-model may be shown to have a one-to-one correspondence 
with the trees of the nonlinear o-model This is due to the fact that at the hmit of 
l a rge  M H mass, larger than the external momentum p, the trees of the linear 
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o-model are independent of M H Thus, the trees of the hnear model do not change 
when M H IS brought to mflnlty 
At the one-loop level and beyond the graphs of the hnear o-model are dependent 
on the logarithm or a power of MH, these graphs lose meaning when M E goes to 
mf lmty  Also, the graphs of the other models, with non-renormahzable potentials, 
depend on M H Therefore, no general correspondence between these models and the 
nonhnear  o-model should be found at flmte values of M H 
In the presence of a heavy ferrmon, the SU(2)L lnvanan t  constraints 
t )  = 0  / R = 0  and (q,~'ff+) b L 
arise A nonhnear  fermlon model can be obtained The lagranglan of tins nonlinear 
model Is the effecnve lagrangmn at the tree level The treatment of this case ~s 
analogous to the treatment of the heavy Hlggs boson and the same conclusions 
apply 
In tins paper, the one-loop calculanon for external scalar and vector bosons m the 
presence of a heavy fermlon and a heavy boson has been accomphshed When only 
the fermlon is considered as heavy the theory is much more complex, the one-loop 
case of external scalar bosons has been considered by Steger et al The more general 
case of external fermlons, scalar and vector bosons is under conslderanon 
In tins paper  nonhnear models have been used in the denvanon of the effecnve 
lagrangmn The effective lagrangmn contains trees only, thus, nonhnear models can 
be safely used for tins purpose Subsect 3 2 shows some physical effects for the 
scalar and vector bosons due to the presence of a heavy fermlon This theory 
considers a fermlon family that has one hght and one heavy quark, thus it is 
apphcable to the study of a heavy top quark The heavy quark effects are propor- 
tional to M 2 and ln(M 2) and can be of importance in the search for the heavy top 
quark 
I t  is a pleasure to acknowledge the gmdance and help of York-Peng Yao who also 
suggested the topic of tins research There were useful discussions and checks of the 
calculahon with Herber Steger and Alfred Hall 
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